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Chapter 1: "My Philosophy, My Experience" or "What
I Know After 30 Years of Teaching English!"

Laura Lerner: Marianne, you're an English teacher; but you often say you

"don't teach     English". What exactly do you mean by that?

Marianne Raynaud: Basically, I mean I don't teach English as a subject. I don't

teach linguistics, or literature or even civilization for that matter. Instead, I teach

students "how to speak English". Speaking skills in any language are difficult to

acquire, more so than basic reading or writing skills. That is why I make it very

clear from the beginning that the goal of my teaching is to make my students

operational in “spoken English”. Yes, I teach “Speaking Skills in English”.

Laura Lerner: In what way is your course different from an ordinary English

class?

Marianne Raynaud: It is different, because the role of the teacher is not the

same.  I can use a comparison with sports. For example if I were the swimming

instructor at a school with 15 to 30 students, I could of course start by doing a

few strokes in the water myself to show the students what I wanted them to do.

But I would NEVER spend half an hour doing laps while they watched

passively by the side of the pool! Whatever their age they would soon become

restless and turbulent, and my so-called teaching would be useless. Instead I

would very soon tell them to start doing certain exercises in the water in pairs. I

would encourage them to try these exercises by themselves using certain

techniques to enhance their confidence. And I would vary both the exercises and

the techniques as often as possible.

Laura Lerner: You mean students should participate actively from the start!

Marianne Raynaud: Yes. I believe students can teach each other or at least

understand the principles of a sport or a foreign language by experimenting with
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a partner, but naturally this should take place under the attentive guidance of a

teacher. The mission of the teacher is to make sure each and every student

speaks as much as possible during a lesson. My goal is always 75% of the hour
or in other words 45 minutes per hour.

“IST” for “Individual Speaking Time”

Laura Lerner: But the teacher has to explain a lot of things and give examples

and ask questions to see if the students have understood. Isn’t that so?

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, but I believe teachers don’t realize they do most of

the speaking, and there is simply not enough speaking time for the students. I

call it “IST” for “Individual Speaking Time” which I consider essential. That is

why students should quickly experiment with what they are being taught. If they

are told precisely what to do and the instructions are clear and logical, they’ll go

ahead and do it. They don't need to be “supervised” or “watched over” all the

time. They don’t even need to be in small classes. What they do need, though,

are activities that will really motivate them when learning a sport or in our case

a foreign language.

Learning a foreign language is like learning to swim

Laura Lerner: But, say, if some of them were unable to swim, left to

themselves they might risk drowning! When would you intervene?

Marianne Raynaud: (Laughter) Of course, I would come immediately to any

student's rescue if needed! In fact I would never ask them to do anything they

might not be able to do. The most important thing is to avoid from the very start

any form of fear, inhibition or even reluctance. Learning a foreign language is in

many ways very much like learning to swim. Some students get off to such a

bad start that they become scared of English just the way others get scared of
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water and that fright never seems to go away.

Laura Lerner: So how do you go about teaching?

Marianne Raynaud: Again supposing I was a swimming instructor, my

students would start at the shallow end of the pool. I would have them practice

in steps: first with a buoy, a surfboard or a ring, then with a partner by their side

in shallow water. Only when they felt confident enough, would I have them go

to the deep end or swim the entire length of the pool. I wouldn’t stand over them

and force them to go into the deep water in front of everybody else. The same

goes for language teaching.

Laura Lerner: But, that is common sense, isn’t it?

Students want to express themselves

Marianne Raynaud: To me it seems the most sensible way to go about

teaching English. And let me add I am not just talking about beginners. All

students even at the intermediate to advanced level both need and want to get

out of the passive position of the listener. They want to express themselves.

They want to interact. They don’t just want to sit and listen. One of the main

reasons for this is very simple: being passive is extremely frustrating. Our

mission as language teachers is to motivate and to excite our students to the

point that they realize that they can do it! They can speak a foreign language!

We teachers don’t need to practice “our” English. We are English teachers. We

can speak English already, but our students need hours and hours of practice.

Laura Lerner: What you are saying is that in the traditional teaching system

the teachers spend too much “speaking” instead of letting the students practice

on their own.
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Staying away from the “Question-Answer Ritual”

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, and most importantly learning should be enjoyable.

Getting back to the swimming metaphor, the teacher should let the students little

by little become familiar with the water on his or her own but always together

with a partner. Gradually the learner will acquire self-assurance and autonomy.

What we should stay away from is the “question-answer ritual”, in which the

teacher asks the questions and the students are supposed to raise their hands and

answer individually when called upon.

Laura Lerner: That is what we are generally taught to do: have the students

read a text out loud one by one or silently and then answer questions coming

from the teacher.

Marianne Raynaud: If you analyze what really goes on in such a situation, you

will soon realize this puts tremendous pressure on the students, pressure

comparable to being asked to jump into the pool at the deep end, when you are

not even sure you know how to breathe under water! I have often heard students

speak about their experiences in high school English classes and how

embarrassed, incompetent or plain bored they used to feel. These were

intelligent students, who knew some English but didn’t really speak it. They

were students, who were excellent in math but never dared to put up their hands

in English class or who would sit in the very back and hope they would never

ever be called on. Even today in the 21st century both in high school and in

university classes students are asked to answer questions in front of the entire

class. I mean questions are fired at them when they still haven’t acquired the

linguistic tools necessary to communicate. No wonder they seem tongue-tied or

bashful and reluctant to throw themselves into the water and speak!

Laura Lerner: I see your point. The traditional “question-answer” technique

does put a lot of pressure on the students.
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An “embarrassing” situation

Marianne Raynaud:  I feel the average language student, who has done four or

more years of study and still doesn't speak English very well, is often asked to

do straight away what is most difficult for him i.e. answer spontaneously a

question put to him point blank by the teacher. When the student can't respond

correctly, the teacher takes over and does most of the talking explaining to him

and to the others what he should have said. Can you imagine a situation where a

student is almost drowning and the instructor hoists him out of the water and

tells him all the things he did wrong? The swimming instructor would probably

feel a bit guilty, so why shouldn’t an English teacher feel slightly guilty in the

same situation. I know for a fact most, if not all of my students, have

experienced numerous times this kind of “embarrassing” situation in language

class.

RMT Learning to Acquire Real Speech Production

Laura Lerner: So what do you recommend the teacher do instead?

Marianne Raynaud: I feel the learning has to be gradual, goal-oriented and

systematic. I agree the teacher's role is essential. I am definitely against just

having machines take over the "teaching role". But there are certain techniques,

which have been ever so valuable in the past, that seem to be neglected in our

day and age.

Laura Lerner: Which specific teaching techniques are you referring to?

Marianne Raynaud: There has to be what I call RMT learning, in other words

"Repetition", "Memorization" and "Translating".
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A parallel with tennis

Laura Lerner: But some people say  "Repetition" and "Memorization" are

techniques that are too old fashioned today, now that we have the Internet. Isn’t

that so?

Marianne Raynaud: No, not at all. You must bear in mind what I am interested

in is the result, in other words the degree of proficiency the learner can attain. I

rely greatly on information technologies. I have my students work with the

Internet or with DVDs. I feel audio language labs are almost indispensable; but I

think we should never neglect the “acquisition” phase. Multimedia may be

"more fun" and seemingly more entertaining, but there must be enough learning

to lead to real speech production. I wish to draw another parallel with a second

sport I really enjoy: tennis. I once watched the U.S. champion John McEnroe up

close when he came on court for a training session just before a Davis Cup

match here in France. He and his coach didn't start out by hitting away with all

their might. No, McEnroe started very slowly with almost beginner's strokes,

repeating the same movements over and over again. Then there were series of

shots all going to the same exact spot on the court. And finally towards the end

of the session there were some points played.

Laura Lerner: And this made you think of an English class?

Marianne Raynaud: I strongly believe even at the higher intermediate level

there must be a lot of repeating, and this is best done in an audio lab. It is the

only way to acquire authentic pronunciation. Then there must be memorization.

Teachers seem so reluctant to ask students to memorize anything, even a dialog

or a poem. Young people are so good at memorizing that it is amazing, but you

have to start off with short pieces. The memorizing can be likened to hitting the

same shot time and time again in tennis. You do it so that the body can

"memorize" the gesture and execute it perfectly when the time comes to perform

i.e. in a tennis match or when speaking in real time in a real situation.
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Linear translating

Laura Lerner: You spoke of the "RMT" techniques. "R" for repetition, "M" for

memorizing. What does the "T " stand for?

Marianne Raynaud: The "T" stands for translating, and I mean linear

translating from one's native language towards the target language. Many

teachers today feel language should be taught entirely in the targeted language. I

disagree. I feel students (at least those older than 13 or 14) must know the

meaning in their own language of every word they use. Furthermore, translating

is similar to trying to "correct a faulty stroke in tennis". If you are hitting the ball

incorrectly, you must transform your old way of hitting into a correct movement.

You have to force yourself to do something, which at first may seem unnatural.

That is why I often use exercises with translation into English. Most students

have acquired over the years some very strange ways of expressing themselves

in English. These weird, incorrect expressions are direct, word for word

translations from their mother tongue. Their minds have “learned” these

incorrect translations, because the students were never asked to train with the

correct ones. If you are trying to speak a foreign language and do not have

enough authentic structures at your disposal, you will naturally transpose

sentences from your mother tongue. So we teachers have to help students get rid

of the bad habit of producing English based on the grammar and vocabulary of

their native language. The best way I have found to correct these mistakes is

through translating. In other words you have to force to students to acquire

correct equivalents between their native tongue and the language they are

learning. They must learn to produce English that can be easily understood and

which is acceptable as far as grammar and vocabulary are concerned. And this I

can assure you takes a lot of undoing! It is far from an easy task, but it can be

done.
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The English teacher like Nick Bollettieri , the tennis coach

Laura Lerner: So for you being an English teacher is like being a tennis coach,

right?

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, to a certain extent. In class you are actually the

teacher, the coach, and even the cheerleader all at the same time. But when I say

tennis coach, I am referring to the Nick Bollettieri style coaching rather than

traditional way of teaching tennis.

Laura Lerner: Could you explain what you mean?

Marianne Raynaud: I mean that with a traditional approach the tennis coach

plays against only one person at a time while the others are either watching or

waiting for their turn to hit the ball. If there are 6 students, in the group each one

will be “playing” only for 10 minutes and actually not even that long, since the

instructor will be stopping to explain or demonstrate ways to improve a certain

stroke. Furthermore, everyone will be picking up the balls at certain intervals,

which again reduces the actual learning time.

Laura Lerner: And your tennis coach, Nick Bollettieri, what did he come up

with?

Marianne Raynaud: Nick Bollettieri revolutionized tennis teaching with a very

simple idea. Instead of having the instructor play rallies against one student at a

time, he would stand by the net with a big basket of tennis balls and hit ball after

ball at the students at a very rapid pace. The students would hit one ball each

and then run back and stand in line for the next ball. The pace became so rapid

even with 5 or 6 players at a time they would all be out of breath. They would be

hitting and running and getting ready all practically at the same time. There

would be no time wasted because the coach wasn’t “playing”. He was just

placing the ball in the right spot very, very quickly. That is how Agassi,

Sampras, Seles and Sharapova and countless others learned how to be

champions.
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Laura Lerner: And you want to transpose that idea in English teaching?

Marianne Raynaud: Exactly.

An effective method in an institutionalized teaching

Laura Lerner: But you can always play with a private coach and then have an

entire hour to practice. You’ll be playing about 50% of the time, since you’ll be

hitting the ball back to the instructor or at least trying to hit it back.

Marianne Raynaud: OK, but then you have to be able to pay the price! Private

tutoring is obviously the best solution in most cases, but it is very expensive and

thus only available for those who can afford it. As far as foreign languages are

concerned, Berlitz, with its private tutoring system, has been a world leader for

half a century. But I am talking about institutional teaching, which is either free

or at least quite inexpensive. I am talking about using an efficient, effective

method in an institutional situation not in a private language school.

Laura Lerner: Teaching a great number of people to learn a foreign language

more quickly.

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, exactly. It seems so obvious, so simple to

understand. In tennis the more times you hit the ball the better you will become.

The same goes for learning English. Of course, you have to be coached so that

you will hit the ball correctly. There has to be a great deal of "coached practice"

in other words "tutored speech production" for real learning to take place.

Laura Lerner: And you feel this is not happening?

Actors in their own learning process

Marianne Raynaud: First I'll say most young teachers who come and work

with me say after a couple of weeks they had never thought about teaching

except in terms of standing up in front of the students and "conducting" class. I
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don't mean they never had the students come up and do a speech in front of the

others or do role-plays based on a particular theme or in a certain context. I

mean they didn't realize it could be more effective for the students to be the

actors in their own learning process. That is where techniques such as

motivating lab sessions combined with a tutorial system and with intensive pair

work can change the entire atmosphere of an English class. I advise teachers to

get away from the standard system, which young teachers are systematically

instructed to use during their teacher training, a system I now call TAQSSA.

“Teacher Asks the Questions and the Students are Supposed to Answer"

Laura Lerner: What is TAQ? SSA???

Marianne Raynaud: It is my abbreviation for "Teacher Asks the Questions and

the Students are Supposed to Answer".  Now if you really think about it, when

you use this system the actual speaking time of the "learner" is distressingly

low. Imagine a classroom of French high school students about 30 in number.

After asking two or three students to read parts of a text out loud, the teacher

asks a question which is followed by silence (not only due to ignorance - in most

cases it is due to inhibition or lack of confidence or just plain boredom). The

teacher then reiterates the question or reformulates it thinking it will be clearer

and hoping to break the uncomfortable, at times even unbearable silence.

Laura Lerner: Yes, I know what you mean. You wait desperately for someone

to put up his hand and reply.

Marianne Raynaud: Out of thirty there may be one, two or three volunteers, if

the class has some excellent elements. Only one of these will speak at a time.

The others, the silent ones, when called upon or actually forced by the teacher to

speak, may contribute something new; but more often than not they will simply

reply they had the same answer as their fellow classmates, the ones that already

answered. So the silent ones will never really participate in the discussion. The
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teacher generally answers or comments on what has been said before going on

to the next question. A typical "teacher sentence" would be, "Yes, Jean, you're

right when you say "X"... however, you failed to mention "Y”....

An entire year without having uttered a single complete sentence!

Laura Lerner: So the teacher's speaking time is far greater than that of the

students.

Marianne Raynaud: If you calculate the speaking time of each person in the

classroom during 55 minutes, you will see that the teacher speaks for about 30

minutes (this includes warnings such as, "Please don't speak French", "Would

you mind not chatting in the back?", "Please join in." "Please be quiet!"). The

students, I mean those who actually participate verbally, speak for about 10 to

12 minutes all together. You also have to add 5 to 10 minutes of silence or

hesitations. Good students will speak up to 2 to 3 minutes per class hour, though

only a few seconds at a time, whereas most other students will spend an entire

year without having uttered a single complete sentence!

Laura Lerner: It is true that with the "explanation de texte", as the French say,

you just spoke of and which is the norm in French high school language

teaching, students never get the opportunity to say more than a sentence or two.

Marianne Raynaud: Getting back to my comparison with swimming what I am

saying is that the students aren't doing enough "speaking". They should be

"swimming" instead of sitting by the side of the pool watching timidly or at

most dipping a foot into the water. In actual fact if you swim or for that matter

play any sport taught in physical education (gym) for only a few minutes a year,

you'll never play well. You'll always have an inferiority complex.
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"Sad" stories about language learning experiences

Laura Lerner: But how can you be so affirmative about your statistics? You

seem frightfully pessimistic about the current situation.

Marianne Raynaud: The statistics that I mention are based partially on my own

memories as a teacher in two French high schools, but mainly on what my 1st

cycle science students have told me or still tell me about their studies in

secondary school before starting at the university. This also holds true for

students I have trained, who have then gone to complete their engineering

degrees doing another three years of studies. Of course there are some excellent

teachers. The surveys I have conducted over the last 6 years do signal out a few.

However, year after year I hear the same distressingly "sad" stories about the

disappointing, uninspiring language learning experiences of my students.

Laura Lerner: Is this because they were geniuses in math and physics and

never became interested in English?

Marianne Raynaud: It is true I teach science students, in other words those

who are in their first or second year of engineering studies and who have always

been outstanding in math, physics, chemistry etc. But why couldn't they use

their intelligence, memory skills and logic to learn how to speak English? 90%

of my first year students, those who have just passed the Baccalaureate with

high or highest honors, say at the beginning of each academic year they never

ever expressed orally themselves in English in high school. Some were in big

classes of 35 and others in much smaller groups of around 18 to 20, but they all

say the same thing. They were never forced to practice “speaking” English, and

their only oral training was giving short replies in a few words to questions

about a text. So they never had any real training in speaking. The experience of

expressing one’s opinions or giving information about a subject in oral English

for “10 minutes or more” is new to almost all of them when they arrive at

university.
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Laura Lerner: So your intention has always been to make them speak on their

own for a substantial length of time?

The answer is elementary, my dear Watson!

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, exactly. The answer is in fact elementary, my dear

Watson! If you can get your students to speak between 70 to 75% of the allotted

teaching time, you can be certain they will progress.  The problem is simply to

find a way to make this happen.

Laura Lerner: And this just isn't happening! If it were, students would have at

least an acceptable level in spoken English.

Marianne Raynaud:  To give you a concrete example just the other day, at the

university where I teach, I opened a door by mistake where a Spanish class was

going on. I knew I was bothering the teacher, but it was an urgent matter; so I

asked her politely in Spanish if I could just get something from the English

cupboard in the back of the audio-visual room. "Por supuesto", she answered.

While I was searching for a certain file in the cupboard, I heard her ask a

question, wait in silence, and then reformulate the question following explicitly

the “TAQSSA” system  I explained previously. Finally, after an uncomfortable

silence two students answered using three to four words each. Then she went on

to "explain" what hadn't been said. I see this all the time in the engineering

schools where I teach. And we are in the 3rd millennium! We should be

experimenting with more active methods. All around us we hear of

“interactivity”, but what are we doing to make it possible for our students to

actually interact in language classes?

On-line or multi-media teaching:  Not the panacea

Laura Lerner: Some engineering schools are experimenting with on-line
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teaching and are installing multi-media labs in which the students can choose

learning menus from a wide range of options. Is this not where the solution lies

in a high-tech future?

Marianne Raynaud: Not really. Or rather I don't entirely agree, at least not for

the time being.

Laura Lerner: What about voice recognition? Surely one day the student will

be talking to the computer and the latter will be able to answer back.

Marianne Raynaud: Experts will tell you it'll take quite some time before

voice recognition becomes standard. Using the computer today requires skills in

reading English but not in speaking it.  The basic problem at least for French

students learning English is not written comprehension. Most of them have no

difficulties at all using the Internet. They understand practically everything that

is written, and they are able to type out basic expressions and even short

sentences. The problem lies in being able to articulate one's ideas to make

oneself understood orally in real time! That is what speaking is all about. It is

communicating with other people spontaneously and not taking two minutes to

think out a sentence.

Some students speak English quite well

Laura Lerner: Some of your students, even if they are very few, speak English

quite well when they start your course. What is this due to?

Marianne Raynaud: Yes, some manage remarkably well. There are the

fortunate few who have English-speaking parents. Others have attended

international schools, and some have spent a year or so in an English-speaking

country. Holidays, courses, schooling abroad have made the lucky few

practically bilingual. Finally, we have each year one or two who learned

English, because they loved the Beatles or because they spent all their leisure

time indulging in role-playing games on their computer, and as the instructions
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manual was in English they were very motivated to understand all the words.

But seldom do I hear students speak about what they actually learned at school.

They may have had one or two excellent teachers, but they never say the

teaching program at their French high school was outstanding. They never even

mention a "teaching program" or a “team of teachers".

Laura Lerner: Yes, when you mention "your course" you often speak of the

need for a "team of teachers" who elaborate together a program that everyone

participates in. When did you first realize the importance of teamwork and a

common program?

Marianne Raynaud: But that is such a long story I think it will have to wait

until another session or you will feel totally oversaturated.

Laura Lerner: So next time you’ll speak about the importance of teamwork in

your personal experience and a core curriculum i.e. a common program

Marianne Raynaud: Absolutely! And you’ll see how important it has always

been in my career. Teamwork is an integral part of my philosophy of teaching.


